Kim LaBreche Hits Amazon Best-Seller List With
"Stand Apart"
Kim LaBreche, CPA, CA recently hit four Amazon.com best-seller lists with
the new book, "Stand Apart."
Surrey, BC, Canada - January 28, 2014 - Kim LaBreche, Founder of LaBreche Consulting,
recently joined best-selling author and marketing expert, Dan Kennedy, along with a
select group of the world's leading experts to co-write the book titled, Stand Apart: Stand
Out Strategies from Today's Leading Entrepreneurs and Professionals to Help You Achieve
Health, Wealth, & Success. The book was released on January 16, 2014 by
CelebrityPress™ - a leading business book publisher.
CelebrityPress™ describes the book: "The people who stand apart in the New Economy
are not the 'same old, same old.' Stand Apart is a compilation of practical advice from
authors all around the world. You can read for yourself the way that the Celebrity
Experts® in this book, led by Dan Kennedy, stand apart. These are people who willingly
share their knowledge and will guide and coach you to success in their fields. They have
accomplished their goals and...stand apart!" Kim LaBreche contributed a chapter titled
"Your Entrepreneurial Flight™ - Make It Happen!"
On the day of release, Stand Apart reached best-seller status in four Amazon.com
categories - reaching as high as #2 in the "Direct Marketing" category. The book also
reached best-seller status in the following categories: "Sales and Selling," "Marketing"
and "Entrepreneurship."
Kim LaBreche, CPA, CA has worked with thousands of individuals, entrepreneurs and
executors to assist them with the complexities of tax planning and tax preparation as well
as business consulting at all levels from startup to succession. She is passionate about
making a difference in the lives of her clients and conducts "business with heart and
soul". Her "Make It Happen" approach ensures that things will get done and her
attention to detail in the delivery of her services is appreciated by those who work with
her. LaBreche Consulting is proud to be part of vNacelle, an International Organization.
The foundation of their collaborative consulting work is The Entrepreneurial Flight™

which is the leading business acceleration model integrating the entrepreneur and the
enterprise.
After such a successful release, Kim LaBreche will be recognized by The National Academy
of Best-Selling Authors, an organization that honors authors from many of the leading
independent best-seller lists.
To order a copy of the book, please click the link below
Buy now!
The royalties from this project will be given to Entrepreneur's International Foundation, a
not for profit organization dedicated to creating unique launch campaigns to raise money
and awareness for charitable causes.
To learn more about Kim LaBreche, LaBreche Consulting, how you as an entrepreneur can
accelerate your Entrepreneurial Flight ™ or to receive vNacelle's monthly vAccelerator
reports on business, email kim@labrecheconsulting.com, or visit
www.labrecheconsulting.com.

